Abstract. The popularity of object based languages has risen dramatically in recent years, owing to their use as scripts in HTML pages, or for interfacing with databases. A characteristic of these languages is interpretation and weak typing. Weak typing allows rapid prototyping but also runtime type errors. Therefore, it is desirable at a later development stage to have some assurances that your program will not go wrong. Class based programming languages usually have static typing and thus give more robust programs. However, owing to the rigidity of the type system prototyping can be difficult. We propose a language, BabyJ, that combines the benefits of object based programming and types. BabyJ allows rapid "typeless" development and also gives the programmer the opportunity to incrementally annotate the program with type information. Once fully typed, a BabyJ program can be converted to an equivalent Java program, that can be developed further. This work is a continuation of previous work on BabyJ, in particular we have substantially improved the translation from BabyJ to Java, so that the code produced is in a class based style. Therefore, further development of the translated program is easier.
Introduction
Object based scripting languages have gained popularity over the past years. This is partly due to the World Wide Web, with scripting languages such as JavaScript [12] being used on the client side within web pages and on the server side with Python [17] . Their flexibility allows for rapid prototyping and quick software development. However, this flexibility comes at a price: due to their weak types, runtime type errors can occur.
Class based programming offers the possibility of creating more robust programs, owed in part to the static type systems of these languages. A notable exception is Smalltalk [10] which is class based but weakly typed. Classes and types in object oriented programming languages have overlapping, but not identical roles: Classes organize the code, and describe the behaviour of objects, whereas types describe the interface of objects. Although it has been successfully argued that classes and types should be distinguished [7] , most commercial programming languages (Java [11] , C++ [16] , C-sharp [14] etc.) amalgamate these into one, and classes play the roles of types as well. In this work we follow that approach too, and attach types to functions that create objects.
We want to harness the positive aspects of both paradigms, that is, to combine rapid prototypical development with the robustness of a static type system.
In order to achieve this, we suggest that object based programs should be incrementally annotated with type information, type checked, and then translated to class based programs. In more detail, we suggest that one starts with an object based language to initially write programs without types, thus prototyping ideas. Type information can then be added in stages until the program is fully typed. Naturally, the program may need to be modified in places in order to be type correct. When fully typed, it can be automatically converted to an equivalent class based program. Therefore, the programmer benefits from rapid prototyping and ends up with a statically typed, class based program. This program then can be developed further or interfaced with other class based programs. Furthermore, compilation will bring some performance benefits.
We describe our approach through the languages BabyJ and BabyJ T and a translation to a class based language, Java 0 . BabyJ is inspired by JavaScript 1 and forms a small subset of it. As with JavaScript, BabyJ uses functions to create objects and allows dynamic addition of members to objects. BabyJ T is a typed version of BabyJ. Types are introduced through constructors. There is also a permissive type, * , that allows any use. The programmer can use * to initially annotate the program, and then incrementally replace occurrences of * with types. Once fully typed, the program may be translated to an equivalent Java 0 class based program. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe BabyJ. In section 3 we show how a BabyJ program can be incrementally typed and informally introduce BabyJ
T . In section 4 we give the typing of BabyJ T and some properties of the type system. In section 5 we show how BabyJ T programs can be translated into Java 0 . In section 6 we compare our proposal to other approaches. In section 7 we discuss the limits of our approach and future work.
BabyJ
BabyJ is an object based language inspired by JavaScript. It includes the following JavaScript features:
1. Functions are used to create objects 2. Functions can be aliased and used as members of objects 3. Members can be added to objects dynamically These features were chosen because, 1 represents the way objects are created in JavaScript, 2 is the way objects acquire methods, and 3 gives flexibility to programs. BabyJ does not include the following JavaScript features:
1. Strings as expressions 2. Libraries of functions 3. Native calls 4. Global this (through a global object) 5. Dynamic variable creation 6. Functions as objects 7. Dynamic removal of members 8. Delegation and prototyping These features were omitted because 1,2 and 3 are not central to the paradigm, while 5,6 and 7 are too difficult to support in a statically typed language, and 8 will be considered when we extend the system in the future, see Section 7. We can write the introductory examples from [9] in BabyJ assuming, (2), integers, floats, strings etc.
Note, we allowed assignment to members of objects, therefore, trivially also allowed assignment of function members. However, we do not allow assignment to function identifiers.
BabyJ Example
In Figure 1 we give an example that describes people, money and marriage. People have a name and money and may marry other people. We define functions Person, setAmount and Marry. The code preceeded by the comment //Main is the entry point to the program.
The function Person is used to create two objects becks and posh on lines (2) and (3). The body of Person contains a sequence of assignments to the receiver this. When a function is used in the context of object creation through new, the receiver this is bound to an empty object at a new address in memory. Note, that as in JavaScript, assignment to a member of an object will create that member if it does not already exist within the object. Objects acquire methods through assignment of function identifiers to their members, as on line (1) . Therefore, execution of new Person returns an object with three members: name, money, and setMoney.
There are two ways of invoking functions in BabyJ: either through an instance of an object, or globally. Consider now the function setAmount, which updates the money attribute of the receiver by amount. This demonstrates calling a function through an instance of an object, the receiver, this is bound to that object. For example, becks.setMoney(30), will bind becks to this when setAmount is executed. As the member money already exists within becks, it will be updated rather than created.
The function Marry, which is used in the main body to marry becks and posh, demonstrates calling a function globally. Note also, that within the body of Marry there is no reference to this. This is because there is no receiver and hence this is undefined. Therefore, any references to this within a function invoked globally will produce a runtime error. Again, Marry demonstrates automatic creation of attributes through assignment, as in this example, becks and posh had no partner member prior to execution of Marry. 
BabyJ Syntax
We give the syntax of BabyJ in Figure 2 . P stands for a sequence of function declarations. We implicitly require functions to be unique, P u , as defined in Section A.3, and then use P as a mapping P :: FuncID FuncDecl. Note that the example in Figure 1 uses a more liberal syntax than that in Figure 2 . In particular, it allows functions with more than one parameter, integers and a main body of code. Figure 3 gives a structural operational semantics that rewrites tuples of expressions, heaps and stacks into tuples of values, heaps and stacks in the context of a program, P. The signature of the rewriting relation Y is:
BabyJ Operational Semantics
The heap maps addresses to objects, where addresses, Addr, are ι 0 , ..ι n ... Objects are finite mappings from member identifiers to values, indicated by f in , we use Udf for undefined. The stack maps this to an address and variables to values.
Unlike other object calculi such as [1, 6] , method bodies are not stored inside objects. Instead, we store the function identifier corresponding to the method. This allows aliasing to the function members. We treat P as "global", therefore e , H, S Y v, H , S is shorthand for e , H, S Y P v, H , S . We use heap update, H = H{ι.m v}, where H is identical to H except that in ι member m is overridden by v. If ι does not already have a member called m, then such a member will be added. Heap update is defined in Section A.1 Figure 3 defines the operational semantics without generation and propagation of exceptions (these are given in Section E). We now discuss the most interesting rules: (Var), (Member-select), (New),(Param-ass), (Local-ass), (Membercall) and (Global-call).
In (Var) the receiver (this) or parameter (x) or local variable (y) are looked up in the stack, and heap and stack are unmodified. A function name, (f) is not looked up, as it is a value.
In (Member-select) member m is looked up in the receiver ι (obtained by evaluation of e) in the heap. If m is not found in ι, then execution is stuck.
In (New) we execute the body of function f (looked up in P) with a stack that maps this to a fresh address that points to an empty object, formal parameter (x) to the value obtained by execution of the actual parameter and local variable (y) to Udf.
In (Param-ass) and (Local-ass) we replace the value of x and y respectively, in the stack with the value obtained by execution of e. Unlike JavaScript, we only have one local variable declared at the beginning of a function and one function parameter.
In (Member-call) we obtain the function definition by looking up the value of member m in the receiver (obtained by evaluation of e) in P. We execute the body with a stack similar to that for (New) except that this points to the receiver.
Global calls (Global-call) have the same format as member calls, expect that there is no receiver, therefore f is looked up directly in P and the stack maps this to Udf.
Adding Type Information -An Example
In Figure 4 we return to the example of Section 2.1 and incrementally add type information. We make the following observations:
-The function's return type is given after the keyword function.
-The types of formal parameters and variables are given after their introduction. -Function bodies start by declaring the type of the receiver, this.
-Types include the special type * , which allows any operation. Figure 4 are * 's, therefore although the program type checks, this does not give any guarantees of run-time safety. We want to replace all occurrences of * . We therefore need to introduce types, and use them to annotate the program. Types are introduced by constructors. The constructor name is the name of the type. The structure of that type is given in the type descriptor following this at the beginning of the body of the constructor. For example, Person, is declared to be a constructor. The first line in its body gives the structure of that type, and says that it has members name, money and setMoney, whose type is still unspecified: Global functions are those which are not applied to objects, and are specified as global. Eg, Money is a global function with parameters and return type Person:
All types in
global Person Marry(p1:Person,p2:Person) { p1.partner = p2; p2.partner = p1 } At this point we will obtain a type error as Person has no member partner. We therefore add to the type descriptor of Person the member partner of type Person, and modify the body of the constructor to create a partner member, this.partner = null. We now replace the occurrences of * in the type descriptor for Person, assuming primitive types int for integers and string for strings: this:[name:string, money:int,setMoney:(Person,int,int), partner:Person]. Note, that the type (Person,int,int) is a member function type whose receiver is of type Person and input and output are of type int. Now all the assignments to members of Person can be checked in functions setAmount and Marry. We now replace the rest of the * 's in the program. The fully annotated program without any * is shown in Figure 5 . For the rest of this paper we shall refer to the program in Figure 5 , excluding the main body, as 1 .
BabyJ T -Incrementally typed BabyJ
BabyJ T is a typed version of BabyJ allowing the programmer to incrementally add type information to a program.
Syntax of BabyJ

T
The syntax of BabyJ is given in Figure 6 . There are three kinds of function in BabyJ T : constructor, member function and global function. Constructors are used to create objects as expected in a class based object oriented language. Member functions are used as methods of objects. Global functions are present in JavaScript and are useful when a body of code does not belong to a particular object but is required by the programmer.
Types in BabyJ
T
The design of the types in BabyJ
T was driven by the design of BabyJ. The syntax of types is shown in Figure 6 . Constructors describe the behaviour of objects and also give the interface to the object through a type descriptor, T ypeDesc. Hence, constructor names, as well as the permissive type, * , make up the set of types ObjectType. Therefore, constructors have the same role as a Java class and constructor. Because members of objects can be functions and they can be reassigned, we require an explicit function type, FunctionType, for the identifiers of member functions. FunctionType has the form (ts 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) where ts 1 is the receiver and input t 2 and output t 3 . The syntax of FunctionType allows higher order types in that member functions can be passed as arguments, or returned from functions. However, the receiver must be an ObjectType as the function will be a member of some constructor used to create objects. 
Typing of Expressions
Typing an expression e in the context of a program , and environment Γ has the form , Γ e : t. Environments, ranged over by meta variable Γ, are mappings from variables to types. They have the form {this : t, x : t , y : t }. For example, with 1 from section 3, environment such that Γ(becks) = Person, we have:
The type rules are given in Figure 7 . We use the relation t ≈ t which holds if t and t' are the same identifier or one of them is * , and the function D( ,ts,m) which extracts the type of member m from the type descriptor for t in P.
The first rules, i.e. (Var) to (Global Call), describe typing as would be expected in a mini object based language, i.e. the creation of new objects, selection of members, call of member function etc. The use of the relation t ≈ t allows expressions of type * to be substituted in any context. For example, if Γ(x1) = Person; Γ(x2) = * , then 1 , Γ Marry(x1, x2) : Person The next rule (Member-func) gives a type to member functions. We do not give types to global functions and constructors because the former can only be Object Based
Member Functions
(Member-func) (f) = function t f(x : t ){this : ts; ...} , Γ f : (ts, t , t)
Early Stages 1 , Γ x.setAmount = setAmount : (Person, int, int) Finally, the last two rules, (Any-call) and (New-empty) will be used at the early stages of adding types to the program. The first allows the use of a member function as a global function, as long as its receiver is still typed with * . This is useful when a function is used as both a member and a global function. The other rule (New-empty), allows the use of a function that has not yet been designated to be a constructor, member or global function, to be used as a constructor.
Well-formed Programs
A program is well-formed ( ), if all its functions are well formed ( f ) and unique ( u ). The definitions are given in Figure 8 . Well formedness of member functions, global functions, and constructors is checked in an environment which maps the parameter x to t 1 according to its declarations.
Furthermore, for constructors and member functions the environment maps this to the name of the constructor or the type given in the function body respectively. Functions have to have a body whose type is compatible with the declared return type, or for constructors the type of object they create.
Finally, constructor bodies have to start by giving values to all the members as checked by the function Filter :: e MethID. We explain Filter(e) in more detail in Section A.4. Any members of the type descriptor that are of function type must be of member function type where (f, t , t ). This ensures that methods belong to objects of the correct type.
Properties of the type system
We now give some properties of the type system that will be useful when showing soundness of the BabyJ T type system. Strong types and functions are those that do not contain any occurrence of * . We say that a program, , is strongly typed, S , if it is well-formed and each of its functions are strong. An environment, Γ, is strong, Γ S , if it does not map any of its domain to * . Definitions are given in Section C.
Soundness
The judgement , H v ¡ t guarantees that value v conforms to type t. In particular, it requires that if v is an address, ι, it points to an object that contains all the members defined in t and that members conform to their types. A typing function T :: Addr FuncID, maps addresses in the heap to identifiers corresponding to constructors.
The judgement , Γ, T H, S guarantees that all objects conform to their types according to T , and that the parameter, local variable and receiver are mapped to values that conform to their types in Γ.
{this : ts; var y : t 1 ; e; } , {this → ts, x → t1, y → t 1 } e : t f s f = global t f(x : t1) {var y : t 1 ; e; } , {x → t1, y → t 1 } e : t f g f = constructor f(x : t1) {this : [m1 : t 1 ...mp : t p ]; var y :
Fig. 8. Well-formed functions and programs
Types do not affect the execution of BabyJ T programs. Therefore, we can "strip" the type information, using function Strip, and use the operational semantics of BabyJ for BabyJ T . Formal definitions can be found in Section C. The type system is sound in the sense that a converging well-typed expression in the context of a strongly typed program and strong environment returns a value that agrees with the expression's type, or nullPntrExc, but is never stuck.
Theorem 1. If
S , and , Γ, T H, S , and Γ S , and , Γ e : t and e , H,S converges then -e, H, S Y Strip( ) v, H , S , and , H v ¡ t, and , Γ, T H , S , and T extends T , or -e, H, S Y Strip( ) nullPntrExc, H , S As far as divergent expressions go, the theorem does not say anything. However, the operational semantics forces convergence for standard typing errors or access to members undefined in an object, see Section E.
From BabyJ to Java 0
We now present a translation from strongly typed BabyJ T ( S ) to Java 0 [5] , a small subset of Java. The translation function, [
( ) ], is defined in Section D. Figure  9 gives the translation of Figure 5 . The aim of the translation is to generate programs in an object oriented style that are readable and maintainable. Each constructor is represented as a class that has a field for each member of the type descriptor.
One of the major challenges of the translation was representing BabyJ members. Namely, in BabyJ, as in Javascript, members may be functions and may be re-assigned. However, in Java 0 (and in Java) methods may not be re-assigned. In earlier versions of this work we mapped BabyJ T function members onto functions objects, and fields of function type. Thus, assignment of function members in BabyJ T was mapped in Java 0 as assignment of these fields to the function objects, and method call was mapped onto a method call of these objects where the receiver was passed as a parameter. This resulted in correct code which, however was not in the style expected in class based languages.
In the current paper we have a better solution: BabyJ T member functions are mapped onto Java 0 methods. The method body contains a case statement which distinguishes between the various possible cases for the function -these are known because the candidates must have the same type as the function member. Furthermore, for each function member a field of type int keeps track of the latest assignment to function members (used in the case statement). The translation uses a one-to-one mapping, M :: F uncID N, from member function identifiers to integers. Therefore, BabyJ assignment to function members is represented in Java 0 through an int field, and function call is represented as method call. We thus obtain a Java 0 program written in an class based style.
Preservation of static and dynamic semantics
We now define some formal properties of the translation. We let meta variables R,T and γ range over Java 0 heaps, stacks, and environments respectively.
Theorem 2. For any strongly typed BabyJ
T program S , the translation [ ( ) ] is well-formed in Java 0 .
We discuss the proof of this theorem in Section F. We now show that the semantics of expressions is preserved by the translation. We introduce a relation between values, M v ≈ b v that expresses the fact that value v' is the translation of v, with respect to b, a bijection between addresses in H and R, and a mapping M.
We now introduce a relation between pairs of heaps and stacks, , Γ, M H, S ≈ b R, T that expresses the fact that R contains the "translation" of the objects in store H and that T and S agree, w.r.t. typing, with their definitions. We define both relations in Section F. We now state the soundness theorem: 
Related Work
BabyJ
T followed the motivation of Cecil [3] , an object based language developed by Craig Chambers. BabyJ
T is aimed at a commercially successful language, JavaScript, rather than also define another language. Our work has been guided by the formal definitions and proof of soundness rather than aim to have a large number of features.
BeCecil [4] is a formalization of a variant of Cecil, however it does not have incremental typing and no soundness proof is given.
Strongtalk [8, 2] is an incremental typechecker for SmallTalk [10] . It uses structural rather than named types. It supports parameterized types and classes. However, the approach is class based rather than starting object based and using types to obtain a class based program.
Conclusions and Future Work
The style of programming we aim to support with this work frees the programmer of the burden of types in the early stages of development. Incremental typing can reveal errors and inconsistencies not apparent in the early stages of development. Once fully typed, a program is guaranteed not to generate runtime type errors.
In further work we aim to study what guarantees can be given in the presence of * , eg. some functions contain occurrences of * , but are not used during execution.
We also plan to extend BabyJ to allow nesting of functions and function definitions as expressions. We want to extend the type system of BabyJ T to allow subtyping and parametric types. A promising route would add delegation to BabyJ, and consider whether to represent this in the translation to class based as delegation as in [13, 15] or through subclasses.
Optimization of the translation from BabyJ T to Java 0 in particular, when it can be shown that a functional member of an object is not re-assigned, and therefore the case statement and int field in the translated code can be removed.
We want to create tools to allow interactive type replacement and an implementation of the translation from BabyJ T to Java 0 .
A Definitions
A.1 Lookup Functions
We define relation t ≈ t , and auxiliary functions R and D used in the typing of expressions. The relation t ≈ t , used to determine if two types are compatible, holds if t = t', t = * or t' = * . 
A.3 Unique Functions
We now define unique functions for BabyJ and BabyJ T P u and u respectively:
The function Filter is used to find the assignments to this in the body of a constructor:
, if e ≡ this.m = e ; e and this does not appear in e'
The right hand side of the assignment cannot refer to this. The reason for this restriction is that when checking the body of a constructor we use an environment that gives this the type of the object the constructor is creating. If we did not have that restriction then it would be possible to select members from this before they have been created by the constructor body. Consider the following example:
constructor A { this:[m1:int,m2:int,m3:int] this.m1 = 2; this.m2 = this.m3; this.m3 = 10; } This would type check in an environment where this has type A but execution would get stuck because this.m3 has not been created yet. Hence applying Filter to the body of A would produce {m1} and ignore this.m2 = this.m3; as it uses this on the right hand side. Therefore, the A is not a valid constructor function with respect to ( f c ). Similarly Filter(this.m1 = 2; foo(); this.m2 = 3) would produce {m1} and ignore the rest of the assignments to this as they have been "broken" by the call to foo(). However the following is a valid constructor for A: 
B From BabyJ to BabyJ
T We now give a translation function, E, that given a BabyJ program returns a fully annotated BabyJ T version of the program where all annotations are * . C Definitions for soundness of BabyJ T type system Figure 10 gives definitions for strongly typed programs, functions and environment. Figure 11 gives definitions for agreement between heaps, stacks and values. We define the function Strip used to translate a BabyJ T program into a corresponding BabyJ program. Types do not affect execution of BabyJ T programs, therefore, we can remove them and use the operational semantics of BabyJ to execute BabyJ T programs: 
D.4 Translation of global functions
A global function is translated into a static method whose return and formal parameter types correspond to the translation of those defined in the function definition. The method will be placed inside the GlobalFuncs class.
[ (global t f(x : t 1 ){ var y :
D.5 Translation of Expressions
The translation of expressions is straightforward, with BabyJ method call translated to Java 0 method call due to the handling of member assignment. Of interest is the global call which translates to a static call of the corresponding method in the class GlobalFuncs. Also, function identifiers are translated into the value mapped by M.
D.6 Translation of type descriptors
Each member of the type descriptor (including function types) for a given constructor corresponds to a field of the translated class. Member function types in the type descriptor are also translated into a method definition that contains a case statement which distinguishes between the various possible cases for the function -these are known because the candidates must have the same type as the function member. The field associated with a function member is of type int and keeps track of the latest assignment. By using a field with the same identifier as the associated method we avoid having to use type information when translating assignments to members. Therefore, assignment to a function member is represented as assignment to the int field and function call is represented as method call.
[ 
D.7 Translation of types and environments
The translation of types is the identity function up to function types which are mapped to the Java 0 int type. Figures 12 and 13 give the operational semantics for generation and propagation of exceptions.
E Operational Semantics of BabyJ
F Proving Soundness of Translation [ () ]
F.1 Preservation of static semantics
In order to be prove Theorem 2 we must extend the theorem to all subterms of . This can then be proved by induction on the typing rules. The case for expressions is the most interesting and is stated below. The translation preserves types up to function types. That is, if a BabyJ T expression has type t with respect to and environment Γ, and e is translated into a Java 0 expression e' that has type t' with respect to [ ( ) ] and [ (Γ) ] then t =t' if t is not a function type and t'=int if t is a function type. 
